Targeted Lead Generation Speeds Up HK
Digital Marketing Firm’s Expansion
THE CLIENT
ABOUT
INDUSTRY

LOCATION

HEADQUARTERS

Marketing/
Advertising/Sales

Singapore

Singapore

The Client is a digital marketing agency based in Hong Kong that
specializes in social media marketing, email marketing, affiliate
marketing, and PPC advertising. The company targets SMBs in the
APAC and North American regions.
TARGET INDUSTRIES

CAMPAIGN TYPE

Appointment
Setting

TARGET
LOCATION

HK, SG

Food & Beverage, Retail, Beauty/Cosmetics, Fashion, Travel,
Mobile Apps, IoT, Hospitality, Entertainment, Consumer
Processed Goods, Consumer Services, Consumer Electronics,
Financial Services

TARGET DECISION MAKERS

Marketing Managers, Marketing executives, marketing directors, marketing assistant, brand manager, brand
director, owner, social media manager, social media director, digital marketing manager, digital marketing
assistant, digital marketing director, marketing strategist, digital strategist, events director, events marketing
manager, events marketing, head of marketing, head of digital marketing, head of branding, co-founder

THE CHALLENGE
As one of a handful of highly-specialized digital
marketing companies in Singapore, the Client recently
expanded into the influencer marketing space.
The company unveiled their full-service influencer
marketing package initially to the Hong Kong and
Singapore markets. The Client was planning to follow
this up with a full rollout in the rest of their APAC and
North American segments in the next year.
The company wanted to accelerate the first phase of
this expansion, so they decided to support their overall
marketing efforts with targeted outbound tactics. The
owner and CEO was convinced that outbound could be
a “force multiplier” to inbound in terms of “scaling up
direct touches.”
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But with much of their expertise and manpower
committed to the company’s core digital marketing
business, the Client sought the help of third-party
providers to handle the outbound campaign. The
company looked at potential marketing partners that
had:
1. Proven ability to reach their target businesses in
their initial markets of Singapore and Hong Kong
(and later in other APAC and North American
locations)
2. Past experience handling campaigns in their
priority industries
3. Demonstrated domain knowledge and expertise in
the Client’s offer
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HIGHLIGHTS

•

RESULTS WITHIN TWELVE WEEKS

Completed a targeted
appointment setting
campaign to boost an HK
digital marketing firm’s
product rollout

•

Delivered results that
significantly impact both
funnel and pipeline growth

•

Enabled Client to start next
phase of market expansion

48 Qualified
Appointments


80 Completed
Leads


for
116 Requests
Information


THE CALLBOX SOLUTION
One of the Client’s longtime digital marketing customers recommended Callbox as a possible outbound provider.
After a thorough review of each potential vendor, the Client went with Callbox, mentioning how the latter “scored
highly” in all the criteria they laid out.
A three-month appointment setting campaign was then planned and implemented. The campaign’s main goal
involved driving awareness and booking sales meetings for their recently-launched influencer marketing platform.
Some key campaign activities include:

Building an Accurate, Targeted Marketing Database
1. For the campaign, the Client wanted to target
Singapore and Hong Kong companies from a range
of consumer-facing industries, with 10 to 500
employees.

3.	
The list was compiled using both Callbox’s inhouse database and additional desk research.

2. The target contacts consisted of decision makers in
charge of marketing, branding, and sales.
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THE CALLBOX SOLUTION

Identifying Interested Leads and Scheduling Sales Appointments
1. The campaign team used phone, email, and
LinkedIn touches in an integrated outreach
cadence.
2. The messaging strategy was crafted to capture how
the Client’s new influencer marketing platform’s key
benefits solve the target customers’ pain points.

3.	Probing questions gauged each prospect’s level
of fit and interest. Prospects who wanted to
know more about the platform were counted
as completed leads, while those who agreed to
meet with reps from the Client were tagged as
qualified appointments.

Managing Prospects and Maximizing Conversions
1. The Client was provided with access to Pipeline
CRM, Callbox’s lead management and marketing
automation tool, which helped them oversee the
project and monitor progress in real-time.

3. Callbox handled all aspects of the campaign—from
preparing campaign materials, to continuous
testing and improvement.

2. The Campaign team leveraged various functions
and features in Pipeline CRM to nurture prospects
and maximize engagement.

RESULTS
The three-month campaign ran for a total of 66. The results met the Client’s expectations in a number of key
performance areas:

•

48 qualified appointments (which the Client considered near-term sales opportunities)

•

80 completed leads (which the Client will still transfer to their sales team but require more follow-ups)

•

116 requests for information (which represented significant marketing funnel growth)

Given these results from the initial campaign, the Client wants callbox to handle its upcoming outbound initiatives
for the next stages of its expansion.
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